TYPIC DEGRIIP SHAPEON

REF. LEMI 6217 (IN 55563)

1. REF RESULTS VERY GRATIFYING. CONCUR FULLY DEGRIIP SHOULD NOT
   MAKE RECRUITMENT EFFORT.

2. ALONG LINES SUGGESTED PARA 6 REF. ROY WILL CONTACT RELATIVES
   IN STATES AND ATTEMPT OBTAIN THEIR COOPERATION. IF LATTER AGREE ASSIST,
   WILL SEND SUB RECRUITMENT LETTER THROUGH ONE OF THEM. PLAN HAVE LETTER
   RECEIVED INSIDE FRENCH BY RIO COURIER OR IF THIS CAN NOT BE ARRANGED,
   MAY HAVE DEGRIIP RECEIVED LETTER

3. ASSISTANCE WITH OFFER ASSIST TO SUPPORTING RELATIVES WHO ARE
   NOT RECEIVED DURING

4. TO COVER UNLESS AT VESUVIUS AT CO. CAN HAVE READY

5. SEND DATES AND ORDERED FOR DEGRIIP WILL BE AVAILABLE
   SHOULD COVER BE ASKED. CO COU NOT BE NO FURTHER.

AND ON RETURN.